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The aim of this paper is to introduce some techniques that can be used in the study of stochastic 
processes which have as parameter set the positive quadrant of the plane R:. We define stopping 
lines and derive an interesting property of measurability for them. The notion of predictability is 
developed, and we show the connection between predictable processes, fields associated with 
stopping lines, and predictable stopping lines. We also give a theorem of section for predictable 
sets. Extension to processes indexed by any partially ordered set with some regularity assumptions 
can be carried out quite easily with the same techniques. 
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0. Introductisn 
The aim of this paper is to introduce some techniques that can be applied to the 
study of stochastic processes indexed by the positive quadrant of the plane R:. The 
transition from the one-dimensional case to the two-dimeMona is not a straight- 
forward one because the set R: is only partially-ordered as defined by the Cartesian 
coordinate and so we lack the important concept of stopping times. In Section 1 we 
define stopping linlss and derive some equivalent definitions that follow easily from 
the capacitability theorem. Our definition is quite general and can be extended easily 
to any lattice with some regularity assumptiozrs such as that the partial order must 
possess a ‘strengthening’. We discuss some elementary properties of stopping lines 
and provide some examples. 
In Section 2 we associate with each stopping line the a-algebra of all the events 
which are known ‘before the stopping line’. Some of their properties are im.mediate 
extensions of the one-parameter case and therefore the proofs are omitted. 
* Current address: Department of Mathematics, Ben Gurion University of the Negev, Beer Sheeva, 
isra&l. 
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However, many simple propositions of the classical case need completely new proofs 
or else they do not hold in the two-dimensional case. 
Section 3 is devoted to the study of the fundamental concept of predictability. We 
show the connection between predictable stopping lines, predictable processes and 
predictable sets in the product space R * x a. For the c-algebra of the predictable sets 
we give a general theorem of section which follows also from the capacitability 
theorem and a theorem of projection. 
On R: we introduce a partial order c on 23: and a strengthening G of it in such a 
way that if t = (s, t) and z’ = (s’, t’) are two points of Rt, then 
zcz’ if sss’ and t s t’, 
z<< z’ if S-Q and t < t’. 
We shall also adopt the classical notations: 
z n z’= (min(s, s’), min(t, t’)), z v 2’ = (max(s, s’), max(t, t’)). 
If z << z’, then [z, z’) is the rectangle (6: z < & r’) and the other rectangles are 
defined in the same manner. Let 0 be the origin (0,O). If A is a subset of Ri, define 
the following sets: 
HA = u [@, 4, HA = u [o,Z], Hi= u (2’: z << 2’). 
ZEA LEA 'EA L 
We shall use the usual topology on I?: and on the usual Bore1 sigma-field B = B(R: ) 
induced by the topology. 
Definition 0.1. A c_ R: is called a set of separation if A is closed set and satisfies the 
following two properties: 
(i) HA n H ;=s 
(ii) HAvH~~A~(z:O~~Z)‘=R:. 
The first equality says that A is an incomparable set: that is, for each z # z’ in A, we 
have neither z << z’, nor Z’C z. In the second equality, the set {z: O<< z)’ is simply the 
axes. The set of all the sets of separation will be denoted by S. 
The above definition is quite general and can be applied to any partially ordered 
set which possesses a first element and in which we can define a ‘strengthening’ of the 
partial-order. Note that if A is a bounded set of separation, then clearly it is an 
incomparable connected line. 
Definition. 0.2. E’or subsets A, B of Rz we write 
A<B if HAGHB, 
A(( B if VZ E (HA), 3~‘: z << z’ and z’E(H~)‘. 
In particular, if A<< B, then (z) c (H&* u {axes), but the converse does not always 
hold. 
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Recall that the symbols (-), ( )“, d, denote respectively the closure, interior and 
boundary of a set. If A and B are two sets of separation, then A A B vi11 be the set of 
separation a(HA n HB}\{axes- (0)) and A v B will be the set of separation 
a(HA u HB}\{axes-(0)). Where no confusion is possible, we shall denote the set of 
J{axes} by z. 
One can introduce a convenient topology and a sigma-field on the set S = S(R:) of 
all sets of separation. A basis for the closed of S will be the generalized intervals 
(6: C E S, A <: C < B} for any sets of separation A and B. It is interesting to note that 
for the bounded sets of separation this topology coincides with the Hausdorff 
topology defint:d by the metric 
d(A, 5) = sup{d(a, B), d(b, A); Va E A, b E B}, 
where A and B are compact sets of separation and d(u, b) is the Euclidean distance 
in Rt. If we add to S a greatest element 00, then we get a standard one-point 
compactification for the topology on S u {m}. The convenient sigma field we shall 
utilize will be the sigma-field generated by this topology. 
Let (0, F, P) be a complete probability space and let {6;;, z E Rf} be a family of 
sub-cr-algebras of F satisfying the conditions: 
(i) if z < t’, then F” c F”p ; 
(ii) F&0, contains all null sets of F; 
(iii) for each z, we have: Fz = &,,, & . 
Throughout this paper, we suppose that the filtration {F,, z E R:} satisfies these 
three properties. It is convenient from now on to use the notations F’ = VzEA Fz for 
any subset A of R:, and F,= VrER: F,. 
1. Stopping lines 
Definition 1.1. A stopping line A is a function from 0 into S u {a} such that for each 
ZER~+,{W:Z<~(W)}EF,. 
Remarks. (1) It is clear that this notion can be generalized to a stopping set for any 
general partially-ordered set with a strengthening, as will be evident from Theorems 
1 .l and 1.2 below, 
(2) It is sometimes convenient to use the following equivalent definition of 
stopping line, namely stopping time as defined by Wong and Zakai [4]: T(z, W) is a 
stopping time if T(z, o) is a measurable and adapted process, and for almost all o, 
T(z, 0) as a function of 2 is nonincreasing, (2 > 2’ =3 1’(2,0) G T(z’, w)) and takes 
only the values zero and one. To demonstrate the equivalence of these two 
definitions, let A be a stopping line, and define T(t, W) to be the indicator function of 
the set HA. = ((5, w): 5 E HAtw,}. Thus 
T(z, w) = 
1, if z <h(o), 
0, otherwise 
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and T(z, w) is clearly a ‘Wang-Zakai stopping time’. Conversely if T(z, o) is given, -- 
define A(o) = a{z: T(z, o) = l}\{axes}. This set belongs to S U{OO), and the 
measurability condition follows from the quality 
We now state and prove the following theorem, which gives a useful equivalent 
definition of a stopping line. For the sake of simplicity, if A is a subset of I?‘, then HA 
will also denote HA x s%. 
Theorem 1.1. Let h(w) be a set of separation for each w E J2. Then the following four 
statements are equivalent: 
(1) X is a stopping line ;
(2) fooreachAcR:,(o: A<A(~)}EF~; 
(3) foreachzERt, &~H,EBxF,; 
(4) for each A G Rf., HA A HA E B X FA. 
Proof. The relations (2) =G+ (1) and (4) + (3) are trivial, while the relations (1) + (2) 
and (3j/+ (4) follow from the equalities 
{w: AcA(w)}= n { w:z<A(u)) and HAnHA= U (HznHh) 
ZEA ZEA 
respectively, and from the fact that Rt possesses a denumerable dense subset. To 
prove (3) =+ (1); consider hi’, n Hz. This set is equal to Hz\(Hz n HA) and so 
H”, n Hz E B x F: IteP ‘IT denote the projection on 0. Then 
w(H: n Hz) = 1,: H”A(,, nHzfO}=(~:z<A(~)}c, 
Hence, by the capacitability theorem of G. Choquet (see [2]) we have 
To prove (1) =+ (3) let z be a fixed point. We can build a partition of the rectangle 
Hz = &,l, into small rectangles: 
[((k - 1)2-“s, (C- 1)s~“t), (k2-“s, 12~“t)] with k, I= 1,. e . ,2”. 
The set 
(k2-“3,12-“t) 
k,l=l 
x (to: (k2-“s, 12-“r) i: A(W))} 
is B X F’ measurable. The limit of this set as y1 tends to infinity is equal to Hz n H,+, 
Remark. It follows from this theorem that, if A is uniformly bounded, then the above 
definition sf stopping lines is exactly that given by J.R. Walsh in an unpublished note. 
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Coroiiauy 1.1. If A is a stopping he, then for each z E Rt, {o: A(w) c z} E Fz., andf% 
each A c R:, {a: A (0) < A} e FA, but the cOnwse does not hold. ( We give ~1 counter 
example later.) 
Proof. Let z = (s, t) be a fixed point in R”,. We have the following equality 
(0: z<ch(w))“= Fl {w: 2+(1/n, l/n)<h(w)}‘. 
?J= 1 
Since A is a stopping line, the sets 
The sequence of sets on the left side of (1) is decreasing and the filtration {I;;, z E Rz j 
is increasing, and therefore 
fi {w: z +(1/n, l/n~<Ab)l”~ ?I F,+(I/~.I/~). 
n-1 n-l 
Because of the right-continuous property of the filtration {F,, z E R:}, this set 
belongs to I;;. Denote dA = a&\{axes}. The desired result now follows from the 
equality 
(0: h(o)<A}= n {w: z(<A(m)] 
ZraA 
and the separability of R:. 
Many propositions on stopping-times in the +zlassical theory also hold for the 
sxopping lines, We give below an example of one such. 
Tbeapsm 1.2. (i) If h 1 and A2 are stopping lines., then A 1 A AZ and Al v A2 are ah 
stopk2t 5 lines; 
(ii) l” {A,,} is a sequence of stopping lines, then %n inf,,, An and lim SUP~+~ A, are 
aim stopping lines. 
Proof. For each w E a, the sets (A 1 A hz)(~) = A&O) A &(w), (Al v A2)(u) = A &&I v 
A&), Iim inf, A,(w) and lim supn A,(w) belongs to S u (00). We shall show that 
(A 1 A Az)( ) satisfies the measurability property for stopping lines. Let z E R: ; then 
Hz nHA,,r, = Hz n (HA, n&I = (H, n K,) n (Hz n HA,) E B x 8”‘. 
J% similar argument can be used for lim inf, A,, and lim sup& An since the family Fz of 
sigma-algebras i  right-continuous (satisfies the property (iii)). 
Examples of stopping lines. (a) If z is a point of R:, denote by az the set of 
separation aHi,l\{axes} i.e. the set {c: 6 < z} n (Q: c 4~ 2)” and by zz the set of separa- 
tion (6: z < e) n{& z c 6)“. Now, let Z be a random point such that for each z E Rt, 
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{w: Z(W) < Z)E I;; (such a point may be called a stopping point). Then 22 is a 
stopping line but 32 is not. 
(2) D&u~s: There are various possibilities for defining the debut of a set in 
,P: x C!. Some of them are irrelevant while others do not possess good measurability 
properties. We present here a satisfactory definition which furnishes the same 
properties as in the classical case and can be directly applied to the theory of the 
stpchastic integrals in the plane. For a subset A of Rt X 52 the idea is to define the 
dkbut as the set of all the minimal points of A connected by parallel ines to the axis. 
It follows that no point of A is strictly smaller than a point of the debut. However, if 
one requires that any point of the debut must possess agreater point, minimal for A, 
one cannot expect, in general, to get a property of measurability for the debut. We 
therefore propose the following: 
Definition 1.2. For a subset A of RT X 0, the dkbut of A is the function: 
~/&I.)) = 
a(r : z’<< z + (z’, o) E A} - {axes}, if the set is non-empty, 
+a, if the set is empty. 
It is clear that, for each o E 0, DA(o) is a set of separation. 
Definition 1.3. A is called a grogressive s t if for each z E Rt, A n Hz E B(H, ) x Fz. 
We have the following result. 
Theorem 1.3. If A is a progressive s t, then its dkbut is a stopping line. 
Proof. We shall prove that for any point z, 
{o: z c D/,(w))E Ft. 
The set {o: z < DA(o)}’ is the projection on fi of the set A n&f, and belongs to 
B(H,) X Fz. By the theorem of capacitability, {o: z c DA(m)}e F’, and therefore DA 
is a stopping line. 
2. Fields associated with stopping lines 
Definition 2.1. Lt:t A be a stopping line. The o-algebra FA consisting of the elements 
A of l?&, such that for each set of separation I-‘., we have A n (w : A (0) < r) E Fr, is 
called the o-algebra of events prior to A. 
Definition 2.2. The a-algebra F’- spanned by the elements of F,o,oj and the sets of 
the form: A n {o : r << A (u)}, where A E Fr and r is a set of separation, is called the 
a-algebra of events trictly prior to A. 
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Remarks. (1) Note that FA is also spanned by the elements of FtO o) and the sets of 
the form: A n(o: r >> A(w)}, where A E Fz for any z in the set of separation. 
Therefore, we can replace these sets by the generators A n {o: dt K A (a)} for all z in 
Rc and A E Fz. 
(2) It is clear that, if A is constant (does not depend on w), the F = VrEA Fz. 
We shall now summarize several propositions concekng stopping lines and their 
fields. The proois will be omitted when they are only simple extensions of the 
one-parameter case. (These proofs are given in [3].) 
Theorem 2.1. Let h be a stopping line. 
(a) FA is a a-field, A is FA- -measurable, and FA - c Fh ; 
(b) if l? o + r(w) is a FA-measurable random taking its dues in the sets of 
separation, and A < f for each o (U.S.), then I’ is a stopping line. 
Theorem 2.2. Let A and p be two stopping lines. Then we have the following: 
(a) foreveryAEF,,An{+A}EFA; 
(b) foreveryAEF,,An{~~~A}EF~-; 
(c) foreveryAEFW,An(h=oo}EFA-; 
(d) the sets’{p c< A}, {cc < h), {p = A}, {A < p}, {A a p) belong to both Fp and to 6;h, 
and the sets (p << A} and {A < p) belong to FA -- ; 
(e) if A c p (U.S.), then FA E F, and FA- c: Fp - . 
Theorem 2.3. Let {A,,)~= 1 be a monotone sequence of stopping lines and A = 
lim n+m An. Then 
(a) if the sequence is descreasing, then P;; = nr= I Fh,; 
(b) if the sequence decreases and A K An on ((0, 0) -X An and A, # OO} for each n, then 
5, =n:z, K;; 
(c) if the sequence is increasing, then Fh - = V,, FA ; ; 
(d) if the sequence increases and An c A on ((0, 0) cc A and A # a} for each n, then 
FA- = Vn&* 
3. Predidability 
Definition 3.1. A stopping line A is called predictable, if there exists a sequence of 
stopping lines {A,& such that: 
6) {An}:= t is increasing and Supn An = A ; 
(ii) for each n, A, << A on the set ((0, O)<< A}. 
The set of all the predictable stopping lines will be denoted P. 
A sequence {An}:= 1 satisfying the above properties will be called a sequence 
‘foretelling’ A. 
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We now obtain further results for the a-algebra .F;n- . 
Theorem 3.1. Let A be a predictable stopping line and p an ordinary stopping line. For 
each PIE FA-, we have An(A <J&E F,-. 
Proof. Let {An}: S1 be a sequence of stopping lines which foretells A, and suppose 
first that A belongs to Ur=, Fhn. We have the following equality: 
An{A q}=[An{A =(O,O)}]u[ fi A*{A,,q}] 
tl=l 
and, by Theorem 2.2, A n {A < P}E F,- since the sequence (An c @) decreases. In 
particular, (A +C pj E E;;l-. Therefore, the family of all the sets A of Fao such that 
A A {A < p) E F,- constitute aa-algebra which contains Ur= 1 F,,m. By Theorem 2.3 
this a-algebra contains FA - . 
Remarks. (1) If A and p are in P, then A n p and A w p are also in R 
(2) Following Theorems 2.2 and 3. I and using only simple set operations, we get 
the results which are summarized in Table 1. 
Table 1. 
A, h ordinary 
stopping lines 
CLEP 
Theorem 3.2. Let {A”}:=, be a monotone sequence of stopping lines and A = 
lim A,,. n-+aI 
(a) If the sequence increases and each An is predictable, then the stopping line h is 
also predictable ; 
(b) suppose that the sequence decreases and for each o E In, there exists a natural 
number n(m) such that A +)(w) = h(w). If each A, is predictable, then A is also 
predictable. 
Proof. (a) For each n, denote by {~,,P}~zI, a sequence of stopping lines foretelling 
An, and define 
JIcn =SUp{&4k,o: k = 1,. . . , n; p = 1,. . . , n!. 
It is clear that the sequence {&z=, foretells A. Then A E R 
(b) A; in (a), denote by {pn,p}Tz 1 sequences foretelling An* Let to be a real number 
such that the set {(s, to): Vs E R’) intersects pn,p at+ A. Then we denote by p&o) 
and A&) the points of intersection. (If there is more than onls point of intersection, 
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we take the greater one.) Let d be a distance function in 
topology. By taking subsequences, we can suppose that 
P{o: d(p,Jt), A,(t))>2-P}~2-(n+p) vp, W. 
Let Pp = inf, p,,+- The sequence {pp}p”= 1 is increasing and moreover, we have pp << A
on the set ((0, O)<< A}. Let p = limppP To complete the proof, we have to show that 
cc = A (a.s.). For this purpsse, note that for each p: 
P{o: d(be(to), h(~~))>2-P)~ g P(o: d(pn,p(to), A(to))>2-P} 
n=l 
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IPf compatible with its 
s f P{o: d(Fn,p(tO), An(to)) > 2-‘}< 2-‘. 
n= 1 
When p tends to infinity, we can conclude that P{&) < A(4j)} = 0 and therefore 
cc = A (as.). 
Definition 3.2. For A c 12 let 
A(w), 
AA(W)= o. 
l 
if o E A, 
otherwise. (2) 9 
Note that AA is a stopping line i;sT for all z in R:, A n {at < A}‘s Fz, which is a very 
strong condition. 
Theorem 3.3. Let A be a s!opping fine, A E F, and AA be defined by (2), if AA E P, then 
AE FA-. 
Proof. The result follows from the equality 
A = {AA < A}\[A”n {A := m)l 
and from Theorems 2.2 and 3.1. 
It is interesting to note that, unlike the one-parameter case, the converse of this 
theorem does not hold. Here is a counterexample, which holds also for Corollary 1.1. 
Let z be a fixed point and ,I E Fz- . The set of separation dz is clearly a Stopping line, 
but t!jzA is not. Indeed, if 5 is a point which is incomparable to z, then {w : @&,} = 
kc& Ft. 
Definition 3.3. Let A and p be two stopping lines. The set [A, p) = 
((2, w): A < $2, & << cc) is called a stochastic interval open on the right. 
In a similar way, we define the other stochastic intervals, such as (A, p] = HP - & 
Note that a stochastic interval is a progressive set in f?: x 0, as is clear from the fact 
that the indicator function of the set is an adaptecl and right-continuous process. For 
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the other stochastic intervals, we have the equalities: 
Different kinds of stochastic intervals can generate different a-algebras. We will 
restrict ourselves to predictable sets. 
Definition 3.4. The a-algebra of predictable sets is the a-algebra spanned by the 
stochastic intervals [A, p), where A and p are in f. This u-algebra will be denoted 17. 
Theorem 3.4. Any of the following is equal to I7: 
(i) the u-algebra spanned by the stochastic intervals [A, r(c] where A E Pand ~1 is an 
ordinary stopping line ; 
(ii) the a-algebra spanned by the sets [0,3 where A E FtO,Oj and (A, p], where A and 
g are stopping lines ([OA] is the graph of (0, O)A); 
(iii) the a-algebra spanned by all the sets of the form (t, z ‘1 x A, where A E F2 ; 
(iv) the a-algebra spanned by the processes which are adapted and continuous. 
For the proof we need a definition and two lemmas. 
. Definition 3.5 A is canled a step stopping line if A is a stopping line and, for each 
w E 0, A(w) is the union of a finite number of intervals parallel to the axes. 
Lemma 3.1. Let I be the family of finite unions of stochastic intervals [A, JL), where A 
and F are in P. Then I is a Boolean algebra. 
Proof. The desired result 8’0110~s immediately from the equalities 
Lemma 3.2. Let .I be the algebra spanned by the sets: (z, z’] x A, whex A E Fz. 7’7zen J 
is equal to the algebra spanned by the stochastic intervals ((0, 0), A] when A is a step 
stopping line which takes a finite number of tlalues. 
Proof. We shall show first that J is contained in the algebra spanned by the stochastic 
intervals ((0, 0), A]. It is sufficient o prove this for a set (z, z’] x A, A E Fz. Define 
h(w) = 22’ for all w E 0, and 
where z = (s, t) and z’= (s’, t’). Here A and p are stopping lines and we have the 
following equality: 
(2, 2’1 xA = ((0, O), A]\((09 O), LS]. 
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Conversely, let A be a step stopping line taking a finite number of values. Then 
thereexistsz,+Rt and Hk~Fz, (k=l,..., n) not necessarily disjoint, and such 
that 
n 
ndicator function of the set H). Therefore the set (A, cm]= 
u;= 1 (& a] ‘d< Hk belongs t0 J. 
Proof of TReorem 3.4. If ~1 is a stopping line, then p + l/n is a predictable 
stopping line, and we have 
[h, p]= i? [A, fi + l/n). 
n=l 
On the other hand [A, cc) = [A, P]\[.L]. This proves (1). 
A E Fto,o,, then OA E P, and [O,] is predictable: 
(A, PI= 5 [A + l/n, 00) dN, 01, ~1. 
n=l 
Therefore this set is also predictable. Conversely, let A E P and {A}~~=I be a 
sequence foretelling A, we obtain 
From which (ii) follows. 
For the proof of (iii), notice that any element of J can be written as a finite disjoint 
union of sets of the elementary form (zk, z;] X Ak with Ak E Fzk. If A is a stopping 
line, it is the lower bound of a sequence of step stopping lines which takes a finite 
number of values (Lemma 3.2). Therefore, the m-algebra spanned by J contains the 
stochastic interval ((0, 0), A] and (iii) follows. 
The proof of (iv) is omitted since it is similar to that of the one-parameter case. 
Definition 3.6. A stochastic process X = {Xz, z E R:} is called predictable if the 
mapping (z, w) + X=(W) is l&measurable. 
Theorem 3.5. Let A be a bounded stopping line. For all predictable processes X,, the 
a-algebra FA - is equal to the a-algebra spanned by the processes (X l A),, where 
(X l h II is the truncated process defined by: 
X(d, if 82 <A(d, (X-A),(w)=l, - 
9 otherwise. 
Prolof. Assume that XL is predictable. Denote by H the set of al\ the predictable 
processes Xz, such that for each z in Rt and+ A a stopping line, (X- A)ZIiACCoo) is 
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Fh--measurable. This H is a vector space of functions, containing the constants and 
closed under uniform and increasing convergence. Then, following Theorem 3.4, it is 
sufficient to prove the assertion for a process Xz which is the indicator of a stochastic 
interval [O,J where A E F (o,o) or a stochastic interval (f, 0). In the first case (X l A,) is 
the indicator function of the set A if z = (0,O) and vanishes if z # (0,O). Then (X . A), 
is FA--measurable. Now, if X is the indicator function of the stochastic interval 
(r, Q], we get: 
According to Theorem 3.1, (&z < u A A}E Fto,,A)- and (32 <r A A}% Ftr,,A)-. There- 
fore, by Theorem 2.3, these sets belong to FA-, and a random variable (X l A), is 
F,--measurable. 
Conversely, using an argument of monotone class, let us choose a set A which is 
one of the generators of the a-algebra FA - . If A belongs to Ftoloj, then A is the inverse 
image of a Bore1 set of F by (X0 A)(O,O), where the predictable process X is the 
indicator function ltoA,ao) (0, is a predictable stopping line). Indeed 
(X l A )(o,o) l &x,j = &, l &<<oop Let A be equal to B n{o: $2 << A(o)} with B E Fz and 
PER:. 
Consider the process X defined by I (~zs,oo), which is predictable since &, is a 
stopping line. For each Z’E Rt, the set B n (0: Z’E (sr, A(o)]} belongs to the 
a-algebra spanned by the processes (X . A),# e ltAccao~ since 
Therefore, so does the set 
U U [B n{cet: (s, t) E (22, A(O)]}] = A. 
SEQf tEQ+ 
Remark. It is sometimes interesting to define oiher kinds of predictable sets. Let 
z = (s, t) and denote: 
According to Theorem 3.4, the g-algebra R of predictable sets is generated by the 
sets [z, t’] x F, with FE Fz. In the same spirit, define Hi (i = 1,2,3) (resp. H,,,), to be 
the a-algebra generated by the sets (t, z’] x F with FE FL (i = 1,2,3) (resp. (H,r- 
Hz) x F, with FE F,). 
Theorem 3.4 still holds for these o-algebra is we weaken the condition of 
measurability given in the definition of the stop;ping line in the following way: 
A (. ): C! + S u (00) is called an i-stopping-line (resp. m-stopping-line), if Vz (w : z < 
A(o))~F~,i=l,2,3(resp.Y,‘~S,{~:A(w)<k”}~F~). 
3.1 l Theorem of section 
We now turn to prove a theorem of section for predictable sets with ‘weak stopping 
lines’ and a stronger version for i-predictable sets with ‘i-stopping points’ (i = I, 2). 
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Definition 3.7. Let A be a function from 0 into the set of all the incomparable sets of 
Rt. A is called a weak stopping line if, for each z E R:, {o: z < A(w))E Fz. 
In fact, a weak stopping line is a stopping line without the condition that A(w) 
separa:tes R z. For example, the weak debut DA* of a progressive set A in R: x f2 
defined by Dca* = (z: z’ c z + (z, w) ti A} A A is a weak stopping line. 
Definition 3.8. Z is called an i-stopping point if Z is a stopping point with respect o 
the filtration {Fi} (i = 1,2,3). 
As an example of i-stopping points, consider A in RI x 0, and define 
Wt a 0, S(W) = inf{s: (s, t) E A(w)), 
Vs 3 0, Ts(o) = inf{t: (s, t) E A(w)} (and = +OO if the set is empty). 
If’ A is a progressive set, then S1 is a stopping time with respect o the filtration 
{FS.& R+ and T, is a stopping time with respect o the filtration {&}tER+. Indeed 
{St < s) = ?r(A n [O, (s, 0) x 0) E F,,t 
and 
( Ts c t]’ = m(A n [O, (s, t)) x 0) E E,,. 
Define S(w) = inf{s: (s, Ts(o))<< +a~}, T(w) = inf{t: (S(W), t)<c +a}, DA1 = (S, Ts) 
and DA2 = (ST, T). Then DA’ is an i-stopping point (i = 1,2). (In fact, these points are 
the debuts of A with the lexicographic orders.) 
Lemma 3.2. Let I’ be the algebra generated by the sets [t, 2’1 x F with FE F,- and 
2 c z?. 
(a) If A belongs to the set of all the denumerable intersection of elements of I’, then 
the graph of the weak dkbut of A is included in A and its dkbut belongs to P; 
(b) if A belongs to the set of all the denumerable intevsections of elements of Ii (the 
algebra constituted by the stochastic intervals [P, Q), where P and Q are i-predictable 
i-stopping point), then the i-de’but is i-predictable and its graph is included in A. 
Proof. It is clear that the graphs [DA*] and [DA’] are in A since each section A(o) is 
closed from below. 
(a) Suppose first that A = [z, z’) x F with FE F,- and z << z’. This set is progres- 
sive, therefore DA is a stopping line. Note that, according to Theorem 3.2, the set of 
all the events G such that D~z,z~JxG and Drr,zrJXG c are predictable stopping lines, is a 
m-algebra. Therefore, we can suppose that F is a generator of Fz-, and following 
Theorem 2.5, if zn = z - (I/n, l/n), let FE F,,. For all m > n, D~z,n,ZoXF isa stopping 
line and the sequence {Dlz,,rnjxF A (m, m)}E=, foretells DA. Then DA is predictable. 
Similarly, D[z,z~JX~ is predictabl e, and this holds for all FE Fz--, and (a) is proved if 
A E I’. If not, let A = nr=, A, with An E I’. Then DA is the limit of an increasing 
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sequence of predictable stopping lines. By Theorem 3.2 it follows that DA is also 
predictable. 
(b) Assume i = 1 and let A = [P, Q); P= (S, T), Q = (S’, T’), where P and Q are 
l-predictable, and P, = (&, T) and Qa = (SL, T’) be sequences of I-stopping points 
foretelling P and Q respectively. We can suppose that S # SL. The point DIp,on)~ is 
l-predictable since the sequence {DIJ+,Q,) 1 A#, k)}rml foretells it. Now, the 
sequence {D Ip.o,~j~}~zl is decreasing, converges to DA’, and for any o E JZ9 there 
exists a number ro such that D,&) = D c~,&w). Therefore the limit is l-predict- 
able. 
Now we can state the main theorem of this section. 
Theorem 3.6 (Theorem of section for predictable sets). If A is a predictable set, then for 
each P > 0, there exists a predictable weak stopping line h such that 
(a) [h]c A, and 
(b) P{rr(A)}< P{A <x a}+~. 
If A is i-predictable, then there exists an i-stopping point, i-predictable with the same 
properties. 
We will establish this theorem by utilizing the following general theorem of section 
which is a consequence of the capacitability theorem; its proof is omitted, since it is 
similar to the one in 123, R? being a locally compact space with a denumerable basis. 
Theorem 3.7 (Theorem of section). For a measurable set A of (Rt x f2, B x F), there 
exists a measurable function Z from 0 into Rt such that 
(a) [Z] = {(r, 0): z E Z(o)) c_ A, and 
(b) (2 <c 00) = n(A). Here m(A) is the projection of A on &I. 
Proof of Theorem 3.6. Assume that A is predictable (the case ‘i-predictable’ is 
similar) and let 8 > 0. According to the theorem of section, there exists a measurable 
function 2 such that [Z] c_ A and m(A) = (2 << co}. Denote bv P’ the measure on 
I?: x tn defined by R’(f) = JiZ<COOE f@(o), W) dP(w), where‘ f is a measurable 
function of the product space R: x 0. The maximal measure ~MSS of this measure is 
P’(A) = P(v(A)) and for each predictable set B, we have P’(B) G P(lrr(A n B)). On 
the other hand, since I7 is spanned by I’, there exists an element B of the set of all the 
denumerable intersections of I’ contained in A such that P’(A) c P’(B) + E. There- 
fore P(?r(A)) s P( w(B) + E. Lemma 3.3 permits us to choose A as the weak debut of 
B and the statements of the theorem follow. 
Corollary 3.1. If A is a stopping line, then A E P iff [A] E II. 
Proof. If A E I?, then according to Theorem 3.4, [A, A] = [A]E l7. Conversely, 
suppose that [A] E l7. According to the theorem of section, there exists a sequence of 
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predictable weak stopping lines {A,,}~= 1 such that [A,,] c [A] and P{A <c CO} s 
P{h, << oo}+ 2-” for each n. We can suppose that this sequence decreases (if not, 
replace A, by A 1 A l l l A A,,). Then, according to Theorem 3.2 (the stationary follows 
from the predictability of each part of A), A = lim,,, A, belongs to P. 
Corollary 3.2* If A is a predictable set which contains the graph of its dkbut DA, then 
D&&? 
Proof. Clearly (DA, 00) E H. Therefore, the graph [DA-J = A\(DA, 00) ir*. J:\Lo a pre- 
dictable set. From Corollary 3.1, it follows that DA E P, as requirei. 
Corollary 3.3. Let {Xz} and ( Yz} be two i-predictable processes. If, for any i-stopping 
point i-predictable 2, we have Xz = Yz a.s. then X = Y. 
Proof. Suppose i = 1 and define A ={(z, 0): X&B) # Y,(o)}. This set belongs to 
I?,. If A is not evanescent, hen following Theorem 3.6, there exists a l-stopping 
point l-predictable 2 such that [Z] c A which is a contradiction. 
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